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Black Admendment Fai
Majority In Favor, 401 To 366
Constituencies Elect
Ten Representatives
In response to the defeat of the
black LUCC representative amend
ment on Wednesday’s referen
dum, Richard King, co-ordinator of
the Association of African-Ameri
cans, told The Lawrentian, “We
definitely wall have something to
say about the amendment’s fail
ure to pass.”
Although a “number of alterna
tive actions” have been consid
ered informally by the AAA lead
ership, King did not want to re
veal anything more specific until
it had consulted LUCC President
Siam Ray.
The proposed amendment to the
LUCC’s constitution would have
redelegated the vote of LUCC’s
vice president to a representative
elected from among Lawrence’s
black students. Requiring a twothirds voting majority for rati
fication, the amendment received
only 52.4 per cent^-that is, 401 of

Committee Proposes
Plan for 1969 Gift

the 767 votes cast in the referen
dum.
Both King and Ray were “dis
turbed” but were not surprised by
the outcome of the referendum.
King said, “We thought we were
dealing with a student body that
was more aware than the vote
showed it to be.”
Expressing similar thoughts,
Ray explained, “While there were
a lot of thoughtful no votes many
of the people who voted against
the amendment do not understand
the black situation.”
Ray was not definite as to fu
ture action, but he was sure that
“ this thing won’t just ride and
disappear.” He feels that a re
formulation of the proposal and
more explanation will be needed
before there is another referen
dum.
“Many people don't understand,
I think, that the Mack representa
tive is not a permanent measure,
but only a temporary expedient
needed until other issues are re
solved,” Ray noted, “It’s all right
to make all sorts of
but the situation requires that
certain steps like this amend
ment, be taken now.”
Ray continued to explain that a
black perspective does exist and
needs to be represented in LUOC
The black point of view, with
its socio-culture realties and im
plications, Ray felt, should have
a voice in LUOC.
Both King and Ray were “en
couraged” by the majority sup
port shown to the black represen
tation amendment and hope to
sway more students in future ac
tion.
In regard to the election of
LUCC representatives, Ray said,
“ There were a tort of excellent peo
ple running, and we came up with
a real good bunch.”
Ten student-held seats in LUOC
were filled in Wednesday’s elec
tions. Seven new representatives

Plans for the traditional senior
class gift are proceeding under
•the direction ot the graduation
week committee, whose member
ship includes Bruce Brown, Rick
Vincent, Byron Smith, Joe Vaal,
and Dave Andrew, and also with
the help of Peter Thomas, direc
tor of annual funds.
The results of a questionnaire
distributed among seniors in Feb
ruary were rather inconclusive,
but an interest was shown in the
proposed establishment of an en
dowed scholarship for black stu
dents at Lawrence. It is upon this
indicated interest that the gradu
ation week committee is forming
a final plan for the 1969 class gift
The formation of such a per
petual scholarship fund is based
upon a financial plan which calls
for the contribution by each mem
ber of the senior class of one dol
lar per month until the class’s
The Inter-Fraternity and Panfifth reunion, at which time the hellenic Councils as well as all
actual implementation of the fraternities and sonorities have
scholarship program will begin.
completed election of new officers
During the five-year period of for the next year.
The Inteiv Fraternity Council has
accumulation the funds will be
invested in a mutual fund which announced the election of the fol
realizes an annual growth of be lowing men as its officers: Brad
tween fifteen and twenty percent, Bale, president; John Luke, treas
thus giving a predicted sum of urer; and Bill HftUberg, secretary.
between twenty and twenty-two
IFC has also announced that
thousand dollars at the end of the following men have been elect
ed presidents of their respective
the fifth year.
The rationale behind this plan is fraternities: Peter Wafcaon, Phi
that anybody can afford to con Gamma Delta; Boh Jenks, Phi
tribute one dollar a month, and Delta Theta; Kevin Gilmartin, Phri
that the accumulation of such a Kappa Tau; John Borgh, Delta
large fund will, through continued Tau Delta; John Tittle, Beta The
investment growth, enable the ta Pi; and Herb Ormsbee, Sigma
scholarship program to perpetu Phi EpsUon.
The Panhellenic Council has
ate itself.
On April 28 the senior class will announced the election of Kathy
receive a detailed description of Knope, president; Mary Rae and
the above plan and will be asked Brenda Griffith, vice presidents;
to vote for or againf* it on May and Cathy Cteermans, secretary.
Panbed has also announced the
5. Polls will be located in Kohler,
Trever, and Plantz Halls, and election of the following women
absentee ballots may ateo be ob as sorority presidents: Margaret
tained through any of the gradu Rose now, Delta Gamma; Ellen
ation week committee membera. Houck, Alpha Chi Omega; Sandra
A favorable majority is need Laufen, Gamma Psi; Linda Scaied before the Alumni Office can cuccd, Pi Beta Phi; Kay Knudsen,
proceed with arrangements for Kappa Alpha Theta; and Jenni
fer Gregg Alpha Delta Pi.
the scholarship fund.

Greek Groups Elect
1969-70 Officers

were elected, while three represen
tatives, Mark Orton, Dale Schuparra, and Chris Young, were re
turned to their currently held
positions.
Elected in the Brokaw-OrmsbyOolman constituency were: Bill
Baer, Tony Schwab, and Schuparra.
In the Sage-Trever-Off Campus
constituency, Ann Baumgarten,
Colin Etherington, and Orton were
elected, while Tony Berman,
Hap Kindem, Tom Nathan, and
Young will represent the KohlerPlantz-Quad-Off Campus constitu
ency.
In the selection of the recipient
of the H. K. Babcock Award for
General Excellence, T h o m a s
Wenzlau, professor of economics
and president-designate of Ohno
Wesleyan University, received the
most votes totalling over a hun
dred, and President Curtis W.
Tarr, assistant secretary of the
Air Force designate, received the
second highest lum ber of votes.
Other faculty, administrators,
tru^ees, and friends of Lawrence
received votes for tfe award
given at commencement to a per
son who has “generously cooper
ated with undergraduate enter
prises.”

Four Spring Retreats
Supplant Encampm’t
A series of four weekend excur
sions for students and faculty will
replace the traditional Lawrence
Encampment this year.
Each outing is being planned
around a general topic. The first,
which will be held April 26 and 27,
will deal with the question of
whether monagamy is still a vi
able arrangement for this society.
A camping trip at a Wisconsin
state park will be held on May
10 and (11. Discussion will center
around revolutionary movements
in the United States today.
The third excursion, a camping
trip on May 17 and 18, will focus
on “Whitey, who is he?” an an
alysis of racism in white society.
The final outing will be May 23
to 25 and will be a nature weekend—a camping trip for those in
terested particularly in wildlife
and outdoor activity.
Students wishing to participate
in one of these weekends will be
given the opportunity to sign up
next week; no petitions are nec
essary. Approximately 25 students
can be accommodated on each
trip. If more than that volunteer,
selection of those to go will be
done by lot.
A small number of professors
concerned with each of the sub
jects which will be dealt with will
be specifically invited by the com
mittee. Other members of the
faculty and administration are
very welcome to attend. Since it
appears that in the past many
professors have felt coerced into
going on Encampment, this year
faculty members are being asked
to volunteer to go if they are in
terested.
FOTOS FOR SALE?
Anyone having color prints
or slides of stodent life and /or
buildings on campus that h#
would like to sell may contact
Richard Canterbury, director
of admission, or Tony Berman.

MEETING W ITH U N IVERSITY VIC E-PRESIDENT
Marshall B. Hulbert, Placement Services Director Miss
Marie A. Dohr and LUCC President Sam Ray last W ed
nesday finalized the decision to ask Navy and Marine Corps
recruiters not to visit April 23, their last date scheduled
for this school year for interviewing on the Lawrence cam
pus.

Military Recruiter's Visit Canceled
As LUCC Seeks Recruitment Policy
Responding to the growing op
position to the presence of mili
tary recruiters on campus when
facilities are available nearby, a
group of Lawrence students, fac
ulty members and administrators
have agreed to cancel Marine
Corps and Navy recnnters’ visit
scheduled for April 23.
“This is an interim policy,”
said Sam Ray, president of the
Lawrence University Community
Council, “which will give the
LUOC Committee on Recruiting
time to work out a reasonable
solution, a viable long-range pol
icy.”
University Vice-President Mar
shall B. Hulbert announced Wed
nesday the decision to disinvite
the recruiters, an informal de
cision which he said Ray and Uni
versity Business Manager Marwin 0. Wrolstad reached and with
which Curtis W. Tarr, University
president, agreed
Elaborating on the background,
Ray said that a number of stu
dents and faculty members in
fernally agreed that, with the fa
cilities nearby in Appleton, Navy
and Marine Corps would not be
asked to visit the campus pend
ing the committee report.
Authorization for the formation
of the committee was made last
December in LUCC, under the
Ponto presidency, but not until
the Ray administration were the
positions on the committee filled,
last week.
“Created not simply to deal
with crises,” said Ray, the re 
cruiting committee as envisioned
by Ray “may be established as a
standing committee, as a planning
bridge between LUCC and the
placement office” to deal with
special employment possibilities
as well1.
He indicated that the publicity
committee will aflso work with
the placement office to “make
sure that the people we bring
here (to recruit) are exciting and
their presence is acknowledged
by good response.”
Members of the committee in
clude Wrolstad; Miss Marie A
Dohr, director of placement ser
vices; Kenneth R W. Sager, as
sociate professor of education;
Mrs. Ruth T. Bateman, associate

professor ot physical education;
James Nobte, junior, philsosophy
major; and EBer. Priest, fresh
man.
“The recruiters are interested
in our students.” said Miss Dohr,
and “have asked to come back.”
Petitions are currently circula
ting requesting' the military recruiers be banned from campus
and reportedly will be presented
to LUOC through William S. Boardman, assistant professor of phil
osophy.
A revised third term interview
schedule from the placement of
fice suggests that “students who
planned to see the recruiters on
April 23, arrange to do this at
the Marine and Navy Recruiting
Station located at 129 North Su
perior Street, Appleton”

Committee Reports
Theft of Art Prints
The theft of two art prints done
by senior Helen Aitn from the
Union was reported this week by
the Union Art Committee.
According to Ted Freecfcnan,
co-chairman of the committee,
the prints were removed sometime
Monday night or Tuesday morn
ing. “Because of the importance
of these works to the individual
artists involved,” Freedman sta t
ed, “and the fact that we can no
longer insure the safety of the art
we display, it has been decided
that everything should be removed
until the missing prints are re 
turned.”
The prints involved had been se
lected by Pam Bems, also cochairman of the committee, from
a group done for an art class ot
Arthur A. Thrall, associate profes
sor of art. Freedman emphasized
that the missing prints could have
a serious detrimental effect on
the graduate and professional
career of Miss Aim.
Freedman said that in the fu
ture, some art may be displayed,
but only in special shows, and
not continually, as had previously
been the practice. He also indicat
ed that special precautions would
be taken during these intermittent
shows to avoid possible continued
thefts.

Rockhounds Rush Rapids
In Colorado River Odyssey
by the Conglomerate P.C.E.
Lord, McNeely, and Greenwold
In 1869 John Wesley Powell led
The currents proved too strong;
ithe first expedition down the Col the boat was sucked back into
orado River. One hundred years
the rapids so quickly that the ten
later, Professors Palmquist, Tank, men were stranded on shore. The
«and Kohut, and fifteen Lawrence raft swept through the rapids un
«explorers retraced a portion at controlled. When the pilot finally
Powell’s journey through rapids
brought it to shore, the group
and whirlpools to the bottom of ran back along the canyon’s edge
(the Grand Canyon.
to meet the ten. They found one
Hie group left Lawrence on hundred feet of raging river be
March 21, added 19 Knox and tween the two groups; the ten
C a r 1 e ton “Oentennialists” in were marooned on a sand bar in
Galesburg, and then headed the middle of the river.
across the plains in a Continental
Several rescue strategies were
Tramways wagon. Undaunted by considered and rejected. Finally,
lack of headlights and heat, they the remainder of the group watch
forged their way toward Lee’s ed with apprehension as the ten
Ferry, Arizona, stopping only to — including Lawrentians Pete
angle for Eocene fish m Wyom Bryzynsld, Dan Lawson, and Jim
ing, and to investigate Utah’s Big
Rosenbaum — swam across the
Rock Candy Mountain.
channel just above the rapids.
Monday morning the expedition
Exhausted, the explorers camp
•traded their trusty wagon for a
READYING TH E RAFT for a stretch of white water, John C. Palmquist (foreground)
ed
three miles downriver. Because
raft. They spent the next four
associate professor of geology, and other expeditioneers continue their voyage down
the
water
seemed
calm
enough
days on an 87-mile odyssey, im
the Colorado River. Palmquist was among the Lawrence, Carleton and Knox professors
mersed in magnificent geology for swimming, several men brav and students making the spring vacation excursion.
ed the Colorado’s icy currents.
and very cold water.
Promised accommodations in- Professor J. J. Kohut entered the
river clad in Levis. The weight
-eluded soft beds, comfort Nations,
of
the water-soaked jeans held
epicurean delights and romantic
moonlit evenings. Instead, the the professor helpless in the
group found shifting sands, one clutches of the mighty river. Sev
shovel (broken at the first “rest eral of his students bouyed him up
and brought him ashore.
stop" by an unnamed professor’s
The following morning the Pow
wife), gallons of silt-laden KoolAde—and romantic, moonlit eve- ell Oentennialists completed the
final fourteen miles of the watery
■lings.
Each day brought more excite expedition. At two p.m. they be
The current issue of InThe day must be a pacifist. Drawing ing.” And in Nancy Netterstnom’s
m ent than the one before By the gan their ascent up the eleven
<hrrd day it reached its peak. Law- mile Bright Angel Trail to the Shade offers a hearty chunk of from the teachings of contempor "Etching” we find very sensu
rentian David Fremon set the South Rim. Almost half the group student writing and art. Put to ary non-violence and the Christian ous and erotic overtones in light
pace by phinging head first from climbed the last ice and snow- gether after three months of plan ideal to rend unto Caesar only and dark.
Hie photography in this issue
covered mules in darkness. Three ning and work by Bruce Iglauer, those things that are his (render
«a sandstone ledge.
One hour later, the expedition of the party — overcome by fa Larry Kupferman, and John Tar- ing unto God everything else), deals with the present. The conr
entered a large rapids. As the tigue — were rescued over eight box, this third issue combines a r Jacoby exposes the rationale be ddtions of life in Black America
ticles of contemporary relevance hind the hypocrisy of those who is boldly brought forth in the first
boat swept through the rapids’cen hours after the climb began.
And so the trip ended. All that with art of humorous and whim believe they have ‘‘God on their three photographs by John Mote r. ithe motor struck a rock. The
remained was the long return to sical fancy. It is interesting to side,” and makes clear the need jonnier, while the remaining three
boatmen struggled to bring the
raft to shore and ten group mem the Midwest; enroute, the weary observe that this synthesis comes for Christian anti-war involvement reflect different moods of every
day human experience. Hap Ktnbers jumped overboard to secure travelers doctored their aches off well as a whole, offering the in the secular world.
In the realm of creative writing dem’s "Elephant” on the back
enlightened reader a view of re
and pains with Coors.
it.
cent trends in nonfiction and art the current issue provides three cover closes out this third issue
as understood and interpreted in poems and one short humorous with a curious expression of things
ithe context of the Lawrence stu story. In "Sun” by Zondra Zmer- to come.
JOHN MOJONNIER
sky, a vivid description of season
dent community.
However, it is also true that al change takes place. Although
the views expressed in the cur Miss Zmersky tends to overdo and
ARIEL PICKUPS
rent issue have been tempered by confuse her imagery in places,
The last opportunity for pick
the demands of academic integ the total effect of her loosely
ing up the 1968 Ariel will be
rity and as a result seem to lack structured poem is unusually plea
from 1 to 3 p.m., on Saturday,
the fiber of commitment that a sant.
April
12 at the Kohler Hall
meaningful inquiry into the Amer
Hans Temes of the German
desk.
ican experience demands.
department has written an ex
The three major nonfiction ar ceedingly ironic poem entitled
ticles discuss different trends in " 0 ” . Dealing on one level with
the multilayered fabric of con the contemporary experience of
temporary American culture. The Nothingness and ‘Angst’ he twists
first and longest article delves his meaning halfway through the
into the racial bias surrounding poem to reveal that the Noth
the teaching of American history. ingness may be, on another level,
In "American History: Black or nothing more than the rationali
White" Bill Godfrey graphically zation of the neurotic mind.
depicts the insidious manner in
“Orepuscule” (Dusk) written in
which the purveyors of the "Amer French by Terry Peterson is a
ican Creed" seek to push the cul very taut and moody poem. Creat
tural achievements of black ing an intense emotional mood
Americans into the background through repeated understatement
Large selection of Portable
of American history. Approaching of feeling, Miss Peterson brings
Tape Recorders
his topic from three directions together a metaphorical synthe
( the historical misrepresentation sis of dusk and inner emotion in
Kodachrome and Kodacolor.
of black Americans, the actual a deeply religious and reflective
Two Day Service!
contributions of black Americans, poem.
and the current bias in all text
Blade and White, brought in
In "Why They Never Film Soap
books of American history), he Operas in Woolworth’s Basement"
by 9 a.m. ready same day.
gives a thoroughgoing analysis Nancy Robinson recounts her
Largest selection of qual
of the inability of contemporary
former relationship with a ram 
ity cameras in the area.
education to alleviate the divisive bunctious alarm dock. In this
ness of racism.
last short humorous piece her
In "The Fis ht ruck That Loads zany adventures get her into trou
While My Conscience Explodes” ble with the Law, her roommate,
Gary Pientka forgoes the conven and eventually her alarm clock
tional logic of nonfiction, and gets itself.
Last, but by no means least of
straight to the point of his ar
ticle: the enigma of Bob Dylan’s all, the artwork of this current
song writing. After offering free issue is excellent. “ Hamburger of
ly improvised standards to judge Death” and "Sportscar” by Jim
songs by (essentially different Fawcett indulge in the essence
from those of poetry), he proceeds of the absurd American situation.
to show the depth and maturity The funky "Rhinoceros” and deli
of Dylan’s style by contrasting cately rendered "Wheat” by Bet
Ballad in Plain D with the adol ty Tuttle are beautiful by them
T H E GRAND CANYON S cliffs soar spectacularly from escent whine of Society’s Child by selves (see the original of
’Wheat”, still up in the Union).
the banks of the Colorado River. Ahead lies the President Jams Ian.
Harding Rapids, one of the many stretches of rocky, fastStewart Jacoby contends in
Doug Watson gives you an enig
222 E. College Ave.
m oving water which damaged one of the expedition’s rub "The Christian and the State” that matic look at all the lonely people
the conscientious Christian of to doing their things an his “Etch
ber rafts.
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Indiana Sen. Bayh
To Address Convo
United States Sen. Birch Bayh,
(D-Ind. >, will speak on “The Po
litical Situation in ithe United
States and Its Implications” at a
convocation at 11:10 a.m. Thurs
day, April 17, in Memorial Chap
el. 'Hie program is open to the
public.
25th Amendment
Bayh, who is chairman of the
Senate Constitutional Amendments
subcommittee, is widely regarded
as one of the Senate's outstand
ing constitutional authorities. He
wrote and guided the passage in
1967 of the 25th Amendment to the
Constitution on presidential in
ability and vice presidential suc
cession.
He is presen!ly engaged in ef
forts to abolish the Electoral Col
lege, to provide for election of the
President by popular vote and to
permit voting by 13-year olds.
The 41-year old legislator began
his political career at the age of
25 when he was elected to the In
diana House of Representatives.
He served e'ght years in the In
diana House, including four as
Democratic leader and two as
Speaker.
He won ar. upset election to the
Un ted States Senate in 1962 when,
at the age of 34, he defeated 18year incumbent Sen. Homer Capehart by an 11.000 vote margin.
In 1968, when Richard M. Nixon
carried Indiana by 263,000 votes—
the Republican presidential can
didate’s greatest margin in any
state—Bayh, a Democrat, won reelection by a comfortable 72,000
vote margin.
Bayh’s legislative efforts have
concerned aid to education and
senior citizens, air-and-water pollu W ITH ABOLITION OF T H E ELECTORAL COLLEGE among his current concerns,
tion control, federal conservation
Senator Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) will speak in convocation at 11:10 a.m. next Thursday in
projects, and control and priorities the chapel on “The Political Situation in the United States and Its Implications.”
in foreigrnaid and domestic spend
ing.
Distingpished History
H5s personal concerns led him
to service as chairman of Indi
ana’s Easter Seals campaigns in
1965, 1966 and 1967, and to a post
on the National Advisory Commit
tee of the Society for Crippled
Children and Adults. He was re
cently named permanent honorary
chairman of the Indiana Easter
Seals campaign. In 1963, he was
chosen as one of 10 outstanding
young men in the naton by the
United States Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Bayh hotids a degree in agricul
ture from Purdue University and
another in law from Indiana Uni
versity. He owns and manages a
340-acre family farm in Vigo
County, Indiana, his birthplace.

SILVER SURVEY
Mortar Board will sponsor
the International Silver Sur
vey for all Lawrence women
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on Wednesday, April 16, in the
Hamar Room of the Union.

Second Term Grade Points
Show Marked Improvement
The Term II grade paint sta
tistics released this week show a
general improvement in grades
during the winter. The all men’s
average rose from 1.571 for Term
I to 1.734 for Term II. The all
women’s average rose from 1.832
for Term I to 1.993 for Term II.
Phi Gamma Delta again led the
fraternities with 1.869. Beta Theta
Pi jumped from last place to sec
ond place, pulling its first term
average 1.438 up to 1.858 for Term
II.
Alpha Delta Pi led the sororities
with 2.068. The new local sorority,
Gamma PSi, whose members had
formerly been affiliated with
Pi Beta Phi, followed close behind
with 2.060.
The independent women trailed
behind sorority women (2.048)
with 1.950. Mary E. Morton, dean
of women, said that this differ
ence could be attributed to the
fact that sororities do not pledge
girls who are on probation. There

fore, it is the independent wom
en’s average that is brought down
by women on probation.
On the whole, grades for Term
II were better than expected, ac
cording to Miss Morton. She said
that usually students tend to be
come apathetic during the winter
term. She felt that activities and
events on campus this winter, such
as the open dorms proposal and
President
Tarr’s
resignation,
warded off the student’s usual
winter lethargy.
AH men 1.734; all women 1.993;
independent men 1.679; indepen
dent women 1.950.
Phi Gamma Delta 1.869; Beta
Theta Pi 1.858; Phi Delta Theta
1.812; Delta Tau Delta 1.809;
Phi Kappa Tau 1.677; Sigma Phi
Epsilon 1.660.
Alpha Delta Pi 2.068; Gamma
Psi 2.060; Delta Gamma 2.045;
Alpha Theta 2.031; Pi Beta Phi
Alpha Theta 2.031; Phi Bet Phi
2.030

American Studies
Meeting to Feature
Faculty Members
Two Lawrence University fac
ulty members Will have leading
nolies in an annual meeting of the
Wisconsin-Illinois chapter of the
American Studies Association lat
er this month.
Walter F. Peterson, professor
of history and a vice president of
the association, will be program
chairman for the April 26 meet
ing at Wingspread. the Johnson
Foundation’s meeting site near
Racine.
A second faculty member, Peter
A. FritzeJl, assistant professor of
English, will be one of three prin
cipal speakers at the meeting. He
wil! speak on “The DUemma of
the American Naturalist.”
The theme of the American stud
ies meeting is ‘‘The American
View of the I¿and—A Perspective:
Literary, Historical, Contempor
ary.”

Dreher Will Observe
Tank Operations
John P. Dreher, associate pro
fessor of philosophy, will observe
the operation of a Washington
“think tank” during his upcoming
sabbatical year.
Under a grant from the Nation
al Endowment for the Humanities.
Dreher will do a study tentatively
entitled, “An Examination of Sys
tems Analysis and Operations Re
search Within the FYamework of
Contemporary Philosophy of So
cial Science.”
Dreher wiil join the Resource
Management Corporation located
in Bethesda, Maryland. Similar
to the well-known RAND Corpor
ation, Resource Management con
tracts out to various Government
agencies and other corporations
to do studies, planning, and prob
lem-solving which the employing
institution cannot handle itself.

The MARK Has Nice Paintings
AND
NICE
WAITRESSES
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From the Editorial Board

LUCC Ambiguity
T H E SEEMING INA BILITY of LUCC to agree upon
what constitutes an effective enforcement procedure within
the context of the various open dorms proposals that have
been presented to it is the reflection of some Council mem
bers’ unwillingness to act within the spirit of the original
enabling legislation. The autonomy of the living unit was
recognized and approved as the best and most equitable
means of establishing visitation regulations. Explicit in the
enabling action was the idea that acceptable enforcement
and judicial operation would have to be within the bounds
of existing University procedures. There was no mention
of the need for both a primary and a secondary enforcement
system. There was no implication that the first plan ap
proved by the Council should or would become a standard
by which other proposals would be measured.

BOOK REVIEW

Make Yourself an Earthquake
By MARK DINTENFASS
“No, no, let us play, for it is
yet day
And we cannot go to sleep.”
These lines from Blake — with
one (perhaps better known) from
Lennon, “Strawberry fields for
ever!” — serve as the only in
troduction to Mark Dintenfass’s
first novel, Make Yourself an
Earthquake. Cryptic at first, the
tones take on new and subtler
shades of meaning as one pro
gresses through the first half of
the book.
Solomon Leab, sixty-seven, shutup in the Sunnyside Home for the
Aged by his children, finding it
better to play the whole day
through than to waste time in bed,
makes his escape into the world
of the 60’s, the world of the young.
State of Mind
His niece, Suzanne, lives with
Augie, a Haitian student, at Col
umbia and is loved by an “owlish”
English student with the unlikely
name of Connie. With these three,
Leab throws in huts lot, determined
to prove to the world and to him
self that youth is most importantly
a state of mind. With Suzanne,
Connie and Augie, Leab enters
into an alliance of the young and
the young at heart against the
middle-aged senility of his chil
dren.
The adventures that follow, all
connected to a planned and ulti
mately realized excursion to the
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L etters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi
ble and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 7 p.m. Wednes
day evening. A ll letters thus submitted and neither libelous nor in bad
taste voill receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make
stylistic changes and to excerpt m order to facilitate printing, without
changing editorial content. A ll letters must be signed but names may be
withheld from publication for sufficient cause.

To the Editor:
I find it extremely amusing that
the "Political Advisor” to the As
sociation of African-Americans
would undertake such a strenuous
and time-consuming task as that
of interviewing his "advisees.”
A MORE EXPLICIT STATEM ENT by President
Tarr. defining what ht* would or would not accept in a pro It must have taken hours and
posal undoubtedly would have aided LUCC in its delibera hours of back-breaking toil to
tions. Perhaps the President should have passed on the write an article containing such
merits of each proposal as LUCC approved it, with the profundities—especially after the
constitutional understanding that final adoption of any interviewees had already been
program had to await trustee approval. Had this proce "advised.”
Special commendation goes to
dure been adopted, LUCC would have had an immediate
indication of what the President’s ideas of acceptability one interviewee for the great in
are. But such a procedure was not adopted, and the con sight which he shared with us in
his explanation for the “discrep
sequence has been confusion and frustration.
ancy” in the membership of the
W E EX HO RT the Council to either adhere to the AAA. 1 found his answer to be
spirit of the enabling act, or to change the procedure for amazing (to say the least' es
proposal implementation so that the kind of guidelines pecially in view of the fact that
LUCC seems to so sorely need can be supplied. Also, we it should have been much more
feel that an interim, campus-wide program of expanded correct had it read in exactly the
visitation hours is a necessity. As former president Steve reverse order.
Ponto so astutely recognized, the possible consequences
Congratulations to the "Poof inordinate delay could be undesirable for all the citizens lical Advisor” for the excel
of this community.
lent manner in which he "hand
led” the interview. Congratula
tions to the interviewees for their
roles as the “tools” used in cre
ating this work. Undoubtedly, the
academic image of Lawrence’s
“ African-Americans” will greatly
improve if such articles by their
very qualified leaders continue to
be written and published.
BERNESTINE SINGLEY

T H E W ILLIN G N ESS TO RECOGNIZE a particular
living unit’s individuality as well as its ability for selfgovernment was the driving principle behind the enabling
legislation. It is a principle that some Council members
have chosen to ignore.

East African state of Khaffa, are
sometimes grotesque, sometimes
incredible, and always amusing.
If the plot Of the novel is itself
somewhat extravagant, Dintenfass
yet beguiles the reader into ac
ceptance with a barrage of physi
cal description that speaks well
for both the observational and
creative powers of the author.
( Dintenfass spent two yeans in
Ethiopia as a Peace Corps volun
teer. )
Still more important in the
overcoming of the barriers to the
reader’s full acceptance of the
novel are the characters them
selves. If the situations in which
they find themselves are some
times wildly improbable, Suzanne,
Leab, and Connie, at least, are
nevertheless wholly believable.
When reading about their re
sponses to events and persons
(even when these events and per
sons approach incredibility) one
experiences the “shock of recog
nition” or, more accurately in this
case, the pleasure of identifica
tion. the feeling that, yes, this is
the way it is. the way it would
be for me.
Technical Ability
Dintenfass’s technical abilities
are attested by the fact that his
technique is unobtrusive. Tense
shifts bring about a casual, almost
imperceptible shift of focus and
the change of tense is itself so

To the Editor:
We would like to address the
student body concerning the two
prints which were stolen from the
student art display in the Memor
ial Union.
We feel that a great disservice
has been done to the Lawrence
community as a whole in that
without an assumption of trust,
the student art committee will
find it impossible to display any
more works in the union. These
works contribute to the artist’s
portfolio which he submits to
graduate schools, his senior show,
and to formal competitions. Thus,
the value of the student’s works
are not merely monetary, but af
fect his career. Also, many people
spent a great deal of time and
student money having the display
panels installed. These panels
have made possible a genuine con
tribution to the environment of
the Lawrence campus.
Out of respect for the artists
and the Lawrence community, we
hope that these prints will be re
turned in order that we will feel
safe to resume the display of stu
dent art work in the union.
TED FREEDMAN
PAM BERNS
GAYLE JORGENSON
MARY FREEMAN
LESLIE STHRIBER
ELIZABETH TUTTLE

smooth as to escape the conscious
notice of anyone not looking for it.
The occasional imperative to the
reader (“Look: here is Leab, an
old man in bed ” ) is surprising at
first, but one quickly grows ac
customed to and even develops a
taste for it.
Creative Author
Make Yourself an Earthquake:
a delightfully, painfully, funny and
perceptive novel about youth and
old age, illusion and reality —
about life, inshort — by a re
markably sensitive and creative
author. Surely this is a fine first
novel from an author who may
be expected to produce still better
things in the future.
—SHAWN DUFFY

- CALENDARFriday, April 11
Film Classics — “Scorpio Ris
ing,” and “Fireworks,'’ Stansbury, 7:30 p.m.
Contemporary Music Festival—
Harper, 8 p.m.
Saturday, April 12
Film Classics — "My Hustler”
and “Oh Dem Watermelons,”
Stansbury, 7:30 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia-Sigma
Alpha Iota Dinmer-dance—Con
way, 7.30 p.m.-l a m.
Sunday, April 13
Film Classics — “The Brig”
and “Hold Me While I’m
Naked,” Stansbury, 7:30 p.m.
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Monday, April 14
Chamber Music Series—Michael
Lorimer, guitarist; Harper, 2
p.m.
Tuesday, April 15
Student recital — Harper, 3 p.m.
Wednesday, April 16
LUCC—Union lounge, 4 p.m.
Lawrence Christian Fellowship
—Youngchild 166, 7 pm .
Thursday, April 17
Convocation — Senator Birch
Bayh, former U. S. Senator
from Indiana on “The Politi
cal Situation oh the U.S. and
Its Implications” ; Chapel,
11:10 am.
Lawrence Singers — Harper, 8
p.m.
Friday, April 18
Symposium—Junior high school
music education, Mieric-Drama center, 9 a.m.

Placement Calendar
Monday, April 14
Carmen School District, Flint,
Michigan
Tuesday, April 15
Evergreen Park, Illinois High
School
International Business Machines
Corporation
Wednesday, Aprfl 16
YMCA Camp Manitowish (for
summer jobs)
Evanston, Illinois School Dis
trict 65
Skokie, Illinois School District
68

LAW RENCE UNIVERSITY TH EA TR E

Programme Notes
By COLIN ETHERINGTON

“TH E PROM INENT PEOPLE were embarkng on discussons of past and future ad
ministrations, clutching cherished monologues and sipping tea . . . when a door opened
and three figures in casual nudity appeared hearing signs over their heads."

The Philosophy of Body Painting:
Is It Really More Than Skin Deep?
By PROFESSOR ADAM SYMES
EDITOR’S NOTE: Adam Symes,
the William Herbert Marstoo Bar
rington Francis Pendleton profes
sor of fine arts, has prepared for
The Lawrentian’s exclusive pub
lication the first installment of a
one part series on the esthetics
anfl philosophy of body painting.
World famous both in intellectual
and society circles, Professor
Symes’ opinions are his own, and
do not necessarily reflect those
of The Lawrentian.
The Promrir.ent People were
embarking on discussions of past
and future administrations, clutch
ing cherished monologues and
sipping tea to help them through
the cozy half hour before the end
less meeting. Consulting commit
tees exchanged glances of cameraderie and imagined complicity.
Miss Rundble was there and
Miles Malpractice and all the
Younger Set. The Right Honor
able Waiter Outrage, last week’s
Prime Minister, had not yet ar
rived.
The Leader of the Opposition
was sunk in a glorious coma,
dreaming of undared defiance and
impossible triumph. A door open
ed and three figures in casual nu
dity appeared bearing signs over
their heads.
“Oh, dear,” said Miss Runcible,
“ I do hope they’re not going to
have a service.”
Miles reassured her, comforting
her with another Toll House
cookie. “Now the Doukhobors,”
he said, footnoting them as de
rived from dukhobortsy “or Spirit
Wrestlers as I prefer to translate,
do not sing hymns or conduct ser
vices. In the mid-iath century
they emerged, reflecting Mennonite beliefs on the di^ant shores
of Azov. This is surely only n tra 

ditional protest against Orthodoxy, and saw themselves daubing each
other with dung taken from a
the Czar, or war.”
Believing themselves to be the sheep killed for that purpose.
reincarnation of SaveLius Kapus Saveli us rubbed the female m ar
tin and Pyotr Veregin and a tyr with charmed leaves, and she
nameless female martyr, and un in turn decorated Pyotr's forehead
derstanding their mission through and nose with green twigs.
“Painting is a disguise against
Inner Light, the trio perspired
through their body paint, turned recognition,'’ said the martyr.
“Painting is a form of pen
about to show their rumps, and
an ce/’ said Savelius.
withdrew.
“The body is the supreme paint
With scarcely more relief than
disbelief, the Prominent People brush,” said Pyotr.
“Cicatrization produces tribal
readjusted spectacles and launch
ed further into Doukhobors, taboo marks, but color is more orna
ing, compulsory military service, mental,” said the martyr.
“I wish we could have worn
duties of citizenship, intimidation
of teachers, arson, Land ownership, roller skates,” said Savelius. “I
and salvation won by personal ef wish we had worn feathers.”
fort. Miles said that Doukhobors
“ You both mass the point,” said
themselves had destroyed their Pyotr. “We have painted our
profitable jam factory by arson.
selves before we could receive the
The Bishop of Combined Locks secrets and formulae of citizen
noted that after the Canadians had ship.”
A silence fell over them and
invited the Russian malcontents
to help till the wheat fields of they reviewed the purposes of
Saskatchewan, they had regretted their demonstration Pyotr became
their generosity and cursed the aware of a figure approaching,
English Quakers who had paid painfully picking his way among
the passage. Photograph of their the strands of barbed wire which
nude protest parades had put strayed across the Fox riverbank
Saskatchewan and British Colum like drifting cobweb; last week's
bia in bad odor in the American Prime Minister, cleanly. As he
came nearer, Pyotr saw that he
Press.
At this stage, Archie Schwert, was levelling toward him a Kquidwhose humanitarian
intere&s £ire projector. Pyotr tightened
were broader than the Bchop's, his fingers about his Huxdane-Val
said, “Among the Western Denes ley bomb (for the dissemination
it is believed that one or two of leprosy germs), and in this
transverse lines tatooed on the posture of mutual suspicion they
arms or legs of a young man by met. Throu^i the dusk Pyotr rec
a pubescent girl are a specific ognized the uniform of an offi
cer. He put the bomb back in
against premature weakness.”
The three Protesters disappear his pocket and saluted. The offi
ed in their Daimler limousine, cer scanned the body paint.
“Those who have this mark pass
wishing they had smeared tumeric
from the hair roots to the heels for persons of spirit and should
of the Prominent People. They be allowed a voice in all public
too had their frustrated dreams assemblies,” he sobbed.

Lawrence Unirversiity Theatre an
nounces that its major production
this term will be “The Investiga
tion" by Peter Weiss. The mater
ial for the documentary drama
was taken from transcripts of the
Auschwitz Trial held at Frank
furt, Germany.
Walter Kenr, writing in the New
York Times on the Broadway pro
duction, makes the observation
that “there are no handful of par
ticular people in the play. They
are something deeper, more appaillang than that. They are no
thing less than humanity's own de
light of ridding utaelf of humanity.
One listens and shudders. It’s dis
turbing in its implications yet in
contestably an experience.’’
“The Investigation’’ does not at
tempt to judge the Germans or
the events which led up to the
trial at FYankfurt; they are mere
ly the means of translating the
fundamental theme of the play:
man’s inhumanity to man. There
are numerous examples through
out history which could have been
utilized, but the events of the Sec
ond World War, more immediate,
possess a dramatic quality which
could best serve Weiss an his doc
umentary drama and in promoting
this theme.
I think, more than any other
modem play, “The Investigation”
deals more meaningfully with the
universal theme—the lack of respeot for the dignity of one anoth-

“The Investigation” wall rurt
from April 14-17 in Stansbury
Theatre.
Besides the mammoth undertak
ing of the major production, the
Theatre Department, in collabora
tion with Mesrop Keedekian’s di
recting class, will be presenting a
season of student-directed oneacts. Beginning this weekend, with
productions directed by Sara John
son and John O’Boyle, tlte plays
will usually be performed on Fri
day and Saturday evenings in the
Experimental Theatre. There will
be productions every weekend
for the following five weeks —
watch notice boards and future
announcements in The Lawrtntian
for details.

Biology Department
To Add Greenhouse
The biology department’s new
greenhouse, on which grading be
gan this Thursday, is scheduled
to be completed by this June, ac
cording to Nicholas C. Maravolo,
assistant professor of botany. TV*?
space between Stephenson Science
Hall and Ornishy has been desig
nated as site of the greenhouse.
The greenhouse, occupying 2400
square feet, will consist of two
rooms, one for general propaga
tion and experimentation, and the
other for main stock and demon
stration species.

rour last check
from home
just bounced?
Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink.
f t y t jr twn Think Brink M uf, l»"< l i t t n4 y*ur M * i i M i M r t u l r
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FREE BOX STORAGE
HAVE YOUR CLOTHES CLEANED AND
PRESSED - READY FOR FALL.
* FREE PICK-UP and D ELIV E R Y
* NO EXTRA CHARGE for INSURANCE

CLARK'S CLEANERS
311 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE

Just One Block up the Avenue
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Guitar Recital . . . .
Michael Larimer, a classical
guitarist, will appear on the
Chamber Music Series at 8 p.m.
Monday, April 14, in Harper Hall.
Lortimer began his studies of
the classical guitar at the age of
10. He made his public debut
at 14 and shortly afterward went
to Spain where he became a pupil
of Andres Segovia.
For the past three years he has
been Instructor of Guitar at the
San Francisco Conservatory of
Music, and has been active as an
arranger and concert performer.
• Segovia,, acknowledged master
of the guitar, said of Lorimer: “ I
have the certainty that ih a few
years his name will be respected
and esteemed in the United States
and abroad.”
Larimer’s program includes
works by many of the classic com
posers in the repertory, among
them Joaquin Turina (1882-1949),
Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959),
Francisco Tarrega <1882-1949», and
Isaac Albeniz (J1860-1909).
Among the selections are Tu
rina's “ Fantasia” in the form of
the Andalusian Sevi liana; two
Villa-Lobos “ Preludes” and two
“Etudes” . Tarrega’s “ Recuerdos
de la Alhambra” (“ Memories of
the Alhambra” ); and the popular
"SeVilla,” by Albeniz.
Also on the program are selec
tions by Leopold Weiss, a Ger
man master of the lute; Lodovieo
Rone alii, an aristoerat-composer
of the early 18th century; Fern
ando Sor, a Barcelonan virtuoso
and composer famed throughout
Europe and Russia in the 18th cen
tury; and Maurice Ohana, a con
temporary composer and guitarist
Lorimer’s concert is last among
this year’s four Chamber Series
presentations. Tickets are avail
able at the Music-Drama Center
Box Office, open 12:30 to 6 p.m.
daily, except Sunday.

Orchestra Concert
Pianist Clyde Duncan, professor
of music, has been named as a
soloist with the Lawrence Sym
phony Orchestra for the ensem
ble’s second conceit of the sea
son at 8 p.m. Sunday, April 13, in
Memorial Chapel.
Duncan will be heard in Man
uel de Falla’s “Noches en los Jadtnes de España” (“Nights in the
Gardens of Spain"), a tone-poem
for piano and orchestra.
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The concert will also be high
lighted by Verne Reynolds’ “Cele
bration Overture,” which was
commissioned by the Lawrence
Symphony for the inaugural year
oi the university’s Music-Drama
Center in 1959-60.
Also on the program will be
Brahms’ “Academic Fest i v a 1
Overture” and the first move
ment, “Andante-Allegro ma non
troppo,” from Schubert’s ninth and
final symphony.
The 70-member orchestra is led
by Professor Kenneth Byler. Or
chestra members are from the
university and Fox Valley area.

Instrumental Music
Two programs of instrumental
music, to be held dn Harper Hall,
are planned for the coming week
by students at the Conservatory.
The first will feature piano mu
sic of Heitor Villa-Lobos, Ernst
Toch, Frederick Chopin, Erik
Satie and Claude Debussy, togeth
er with clarinet and trombone
scones by Paul Ben-Haim and
Kazimierz Serocki at 3 p.m. on
Tuesday, April 15.
Performers
include pianists
Mark Nichols, Susan Jo Huntman,
Joan Guyer, Margaret Kelsey, Su
zanne Gruenhagen, and Sandra
Ewig; clarinetist Sarkis Halajian; trombonist Norman Yamada. and accompanist Allan Jacob
son, lecturer in music.
A second program will feature
works oi four major composers
for piano, wind instruments and
strings at 8 p.m. Friday, April 18.
Included are the first movement
of “Sonata in C Major, Op. 2, No.
3," by Beethoven; “Sonata for
Clarinet and Piano,” by SaintSaëns; a movement from “Horn
Concerto No. 2 in E-Flat,” by
Richard Strauss; and the “Quarv
tet in G minor, K. 478,” by Mo
zart.
Performing wiB be pianists Ron
ald Denk, Paul Emmons, Lana
Kollath, and Thomas Schleis;
clarinetist Gary Schlei; French
hombSt Janet Nash; vioLknist Cyn
thia Cernak. vnolist; Mary Scholz,
and cellist Margaret Maitland.

Chamber Orchestra
The Chamber Orchestra of the
Saar, under the baton of cellLstcanductor Antonio Janigro, will
present the last of this year's
Community Artist Series concerts
a t 8 p.m. Monday, April 21, in

A PU PIL OF A N DR ES SEGOVIA, classical guitarist Michael Lorimer will perform
at 8 p.m. this Monday, April 14, in Harper Hall. Appearing here as part of the Chamber
Music Series, Lorimer will play primarily works by classical Spanish composers.
Memorial Chapel. The 16-member orchestra is rec
ognized as one of the most record
ed baroque ensembles. Its present
•tour of 25 United States cities is
its first in this country since the
orchestra’s founding 15 years ago.
The Saar Chamber Orchestra
was bom in the tradition of Eu
rope’s radio-broadcast ensembles
under the hand of its conductor,
the late Karl Ristenpart, who re
mained the group’s leader until his
death in December, 1967.
Janigro, newly appointed per
manent conductor oi the orches
tra, is renowned as a cellist and
conductor. He has conducted I Solisti di Zagreb, the Berlin Phil
harmonic, the Orchestra de la
Suisse Romande, the Santa Caecilia of Rome, the Mozarteum in
Salzburg and the Boston and
Chicago symphonies.
The Saar Orchestra’s program
here includes the “Concerto Gros
so in D Major,” Op. 6, No. 4, by
Arcangelo Corelli; “Concertino
No. 2 in G Major,” by Giovanni
Battista PergoJesi; “Concerto for
Violin, String Orchestra and Basso
Continuo in E Major,” by J. S.
Bach; “Hymn for Strings,” by
Charles Ives; “ bnmagani.” by
Wolfgang Fortner; and “Serenata
Nottuma for Strings and Timpani
in D Major,” K. 239, by Mozart.

TUE., WED., THURS.
A Spring Series
FOREIGN ART FILMS
presented by
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
FILM BOARD
and the
APPLETON THEATRE
from Sweden

High School W’kend
Lawrence will be the site of a
music weekend for high school
students on Friday and Saturday,
April 11-12.
The two-day program of audi
tions and recitals is planned to
acquaint high school sophomores
and juniors with the programs
and facilities of Lawrence Con
servatory of Music.
Activities include auditions of
participating students on Friday
afternoon and evening; a Law
rence faculty-student recital and
reception beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Friday; tours of the campus on
Saturday morning; and an honors
recital at 1:30 p.m. . Saturday.

WLFM Announces
New Student Staff
Lawrence’s student operated ra
dio station, WLFM, has announc
ed the selection of its manage
ment staff for the 1969-70 school
year.
Effective this month, Frank R.
Duehow, a sophomore, becomes
the new general manager. Named
FM program manager is a junior,
Shawn Duffy. Junior Gary Pientka is the FM operations manager.
And Craig Nienaber has been
named manager of WLFM’s cam
pus-limited AM operation.
Duchow replaces Chris Bowers
as head oi the entire Lawrence
facility, moving up from his post
as FM operations manager.

Appleton Hi-Fi Center
326 W. College Ave. — 3-7525
Across from Sears
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Attention Audiophiles
Catalogue discount prices on
all FISHER, HARMON-KARDON, S O N Y , KENWOOD,
TEAC, PICKERING, SHURE
and ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
components. See and hear them
in our sound rooms!
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LACKING ONLY A CANDELABRA ON TH E
piano, the Conservatory’s dapper Clyde Duncan will dem
onstrate his virtuosity as the featured soloist for “ Noches
en los Jardines de E spaña” in Sunday’s performance with
the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra. Duncan and the 70member orchestra, under the direction of Professor Kenn
eth Byler, will perform at 8 p.m. in the Chapel.

April 20-30, May 1
from Italy
‘BATTLE OF ALGIER”
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May 13-14-15
from Italy
“BRIDE WORE BLACK”
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Faculty Exhibits At
Worcester Center

t'

%***

By DAVID HEALY
The current exhibition at the
Worcester Art Center of the works
of Lawrence’s art department
faculty members, presents a great
variety of means, modes, and
methods of expression and en
deavor. Indeed, the works of each
of the exhibitors are of such strik
ingly unique and personal repre
sentation that a general critique
of the exhibit, as an entirety, could
not possibly be offered.
Perhaps (the most striking works
of the exhibition ore the sculp
tures and tableware of E. Dane
Purdo, associate professor of art.
Done in sterling silver and pre
cious and semi-precious stones,
the works are reminiscent of the
craftsmanship of the now com
mercialized silversmith. Yet, at
the same time, Purdo’s work has
striking aesthetic beauty and re
flects talented artistic endeavor.
His various candlesticks, chal
ices, rings and silver sculptures
all have a highly refined and com
placent beauty. Although Purdo’s
“trees” may seem a little trite
in their subject m atter they pos
sess a dignified beauty that is
often hard to attain when working
in the stark realities of his me
dium.
Where Purdo’s works are strik
ing for their quiet dignity, many
of the works of Arthur Thrall, a s
sociate professor of art, create a
similar effect by their unsettling
incongruities. His series of paint
encrusted and encompassed tran
sator circuits provide the mode
of the illogical that the modem
artist often uses to express his
«notion. There is, in such works
as his “Circuit” and ‘‘Circuit
492867,” an unsettling emotion
brought across by the realization
that the presentation of such a
simple geometry is, in truth, the
reflection of a far more complex
society.
The unmeaning hieroglyphics of
his “Black and White Message,”
the multiplicities of “February
22,” and the twisted sworLs and
soft geometries of his “Fluctua
tion” present a contrast and a
complexity that is a powerful
means of abstract expression.
Similarly, the work of Carl F.
Riter, professor of art, particular
ly his “ Piscine: Of Or Relating to
Casa Blanca,” gives further cre
dence .to the power of abstract
expression. The works may seem,
to the unappreciative, just “b a t 
terings of paint,” but there is up
on a deeper analysis a d ik in g
and subtle expression.
His “Piscine,” for example, up
on a long and deep surveillance
gives vent to the realization of a
powerful method of expression.
There is a subtle yet marvelous
movement in all of Riter’s works
(that gives these “spatterings of
paint” a grace and subtfcty of
both method and meaning.
Abstraction, it is often said, is
the presentation of the mind, an
introspection. There is in the
works of both Thrall and Riter
a powerful portrayal.
Thomas M. Dietrich, a rtia in
residence, it would seem, has
great fun painting his works or
a vast majority of them are
tongue-in-the-cheek ramblings.
His “The Sampson Street SchMzalter,” for example, at first ap
pears to be a restoration of some
antiquated Norse sculpture, until
one realizes that the work is con
structed out of memorabilia from
someone’s basement The clothes
pins, the old pieces of forgotten
chairs, and the doorknobs all serve
as part of a mild mocking of pait
traditions.
Similarly his foragings into Ap

pleton society, “Calculated Quaintness,” and. indeed, Lawrence so
ciety, “Young Man,” have the
same sort of mocking of day-today traditions that provides a
comic but also serious expression.
William H. Sterling, instructor
in art history, who is, admittedly,
the historian of the department,
reflects his vocation in his two
presentations, the better of which
is "Orange Bather.” Both lack a
proper coherency, balance and
formalization that is a requisite
even in the work of the abstrac
tionist.
The exhibit continues until April
27, when the work of senior art
majors will take its place in the
Center for the greater part of the
remaining months, until replaced
in the last few weeks of spring
term by a student exhibition.
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Mrs. Tarr Explains
Spring Moving Plan
Within two days after Lawrence
commencement, President Curtis
W. Tarr will be sworn in as As
sistant Secretary of Air Force for
Manpower and Reserve Affairs.
Matters such as housing, packing,
and traveling in this extremely
short time will require the atten
tion of Mrs. Tarr.
After sue years of residence in
Appleton, the Tarrs were inform
ed of the move to Washington, D.
C., in mid-February. Several
problems were foreseen, among
them, the short time in which to
pack furniture and art objects.
Mrs. Tarr stated that she and Dr.
Tarr will have house guests during
the time of commencement, so
that early shipping will be im
possible.
She recalled, “We lived in an
apartment in Washington for a
short time right after we were
married, but that residence was
only temporary.” It will be a new
experience for the Tarrs to re
turn with a family and schooling
to attend to.
“Our major house-hunting prob
lem was locating a place conven
ient for the children’s education.”
The family will not live in the
city of Washington itself, but
rather in Arlington, Virginia, a
short distance away. This loca
tion will be advantageous for
Tarr, who will be working at the
Pentagon Mrs. Tarr mentioned
that their new home is a large
and modernistic building, which
is still under construction.
Unsure of how politically and
socially active she will be in her
new role, Mrs. Tarr said oniy, “ I
hope to be helpful with things re
garding the Pentagon.”

Vifting Beer Sales
Show Slight Deficit
According to Dean Whitfield,
manager of the Viking Room, re 
ceipts from beer sales for the last
two weeks in March total $2261.35.
Expenses for the same period of
time have not been entirely tab
ulated, but an incomplete figure
totals $2285.46. This expense fig
ure does not include bartenders’
wages, initial costs, nor unreceiv
ed invoices.
Although the Viking Room is
running at a loss, according to
last month’s figures, Dean Whit
field felt that the budget should
balance out sometime in the next
school year.

“PISCINE: Of or Relating to Casa Blanca” by Carl F. Riter, mixed media, 1969, Prie«
$1000.

Brandenburger Gets
Grant for Research
Lawrence recently received a
grant of $7,000 from Research
Corporation, a foundation which
supports pioneering or speculative
«studies in the physical and bio
medical sciences, for the research
of John R. Brandenberger, assist
ant professor of physics.
Brandenberger’s research is
concerned with the measurement
of a fine detail in the structure of
atomic hydrogen, predicted by
current theory but hitherto un
measurable, which wiU provide
another independent test of the
theory of quantum electrodynam
ics. The continued success or fail
ure of this theory has wide impli
cations in other fields such as
nuclear and high-energy physics.
Brandenberger will use the Re
search Corporation grant to pur
chase several scientific instru
ments needed to per form the deli
cate measurements involved in his
expenfcnenfc.

INTERESTING RUMMAGE
SALE
Infant Welfare Circle of the
King’s Daughters
All Saints Episcopal Church
Drew Street Entrance
Wednesday, April 16th, 1:30 to
4:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 17th, 9:00 to
10:30 a m
Proceeds To Charity
—Paid Advertisement —
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NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 1000
models at Pah-low’s
Priced from $3 to $100

PAH-LOW'S
LUGGAGE — GIFTS
303 W. College Avenue
On the Street of Quality

Come and See Our

WINDOW ON THE WORLD

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
Open Monday and Friday Nights ’til 8 p.m.,
Closed all day Saturday
Third Floor Zuelke Building
Call 4-6300

Onlv $8.95 per couple
Celebrate your Birthday or
Anniversary with a 14 oz
u s d a Choice “Romeo” Strip
Steak for the gentlem en and
the tender 8 oz u s d a Choice
“Juliet” for the ladies. Tossed
Crisp Salad, French Fried
Potatoes, Hot Rolls, Bever
age. A bottle of Champagne,
with our compliments, to top
off the celebration.

T H E

PATIO

CONWAY MOTOR INN

Vikes Bow To Point 11-3;
Take On Ripon Tomorrow
The Viking Baseball team dis
covered that northern ball dubs
can be just as unfriendly as those
from south of the Mason-Dixon
line when they took on Stevens
Point State University last Mon
day.
Playing without oenterf¿elder Jerry Kaminski, the Vikes
managed only five hits and com
mitted seven errors as they were
buried by the Pointers 11-3 for
their eighth straight loss.
Stevens Point jumped on starter
Bob Townsend for four runs in
the first inning. Dave Peterson
tripled with the bases loaded and
then scored on a fielder’s choice
to give the Pointers all the runs
they needed. They picked up two
runs in the second and two in the
fourth and added the final three
agakvst reliefer Jon Tittle.
The Vikes did not manage a hit
until the fourth when Townsend
led off with a single and was
stranded, but the bats finally
came alive in the fifth. After one
out. Dave Matz singled and Rob
Thomas drew one of has five
walks. Mate eventually scored on
a passed ball and alter Rog Hilde
brand lined out, Townsend walked.
Randy Merza singled Thomas
home and Dave Spear completed
the scoring with a single which
checked in Townsend. After this
outburst, however, Merza’s sev
enth inning single was the only
other hit Lawrence managed as
the Potint pitchers shut the door.
Once again a porous defense
and weak hitting stopped Law
rence. The Vikes left a total of
twelve men on base end again
couldn’t come through with the
timely hit despite having collect
ed ten walks. Of the elleven Point

Inter-Squad Contest
Prepares Trackm en
F or Season Opener
Last Saturday the Lawrence
freshman and varsity track teams
combined and had an inter-squad
meet with the bhie versus the
white. A total of sixteen events
were run with the blue defeating
the white 76-52.
The first event of the afternoon
was the 440 relay won by the blue
team ’s representatives Line Sad
ie, Dave Miller, Mark Frodeson,
and Ron Messman. The mile was
taken by George Slater of the
white team at 4:52.9, followed by
Randy Smith and Dave Scott.
The 120 high hurdles were taken
by tri-captain Jim Leslie, another
tri-captain Rick Miller won the
440 yard run, while the third tri
captain, Ron Messman captured
the 100 in a time of 104.
Dave Scott ran a strong 880 to
place first while Mark Leonas
took second. Jim Leslie picked
up his second first of the after
noon (in the 440 hurdles as did Ron
Messman in finishing number one
in the 220.
The shot put was won by new
comer Gar Kelilom, while fresh
man EM Rust won the discus.
Mark Frodeson was a double win
ner in the long jump and triple
jump. The javelin was taken by
Ty Milter.
The pole vault showed consider
able strength as three vaukers
made it over at twelve feet or
betten. John Negley placed first
at 12’6” .
The track team this season
looks promising as these early
season times indicate. The var
sity season begins tomorrow at
Knox while the freshmen are en
tered in the Federation Meet at
Madison.

runs, four were unearned and
Viking pitching surrendered only
five hita
The only real bright spot was
the pitching of Tittle. The right
hander gave up a two run homer
to the second man he faced in
the fifth but didn’t give up a hot
after that and pitched good base
ball the rest of the way.
The Vikes will have to do an
abrupt about face this weekend
when they face Ripon at Whiting
Field in what figures to be an im
portant early conference show
down. The Redmen are favored
to take the conference crown and
the Vikes can’t afford to drop
these early games. Tittle and
Townsend are the probable start
ing pitchers for the 1 p.m. doubleheader.
BOX SCORE
AB R H
Stevens Point
1
4
1
Harris 3b
0
2
3
Caruso 2b
3
1
2
WaUrner rf
0
3
1
Mand ss
4
2
1
Peterson lb
1
4
1
Jacks If
0
S
0
Dennis c
0
4
1
Henning cf
2
1
0
Bair p
AB R H
Lawrence
1
4
1
Matz lb, ss
0
1
0
Thomas 2b
4
0
0
Hildebrand cf
0
0
0
Relster ph
2 1 1
Townsend p, lb
2
4
0
Merza 3b
0
0
0
Simpson 2b
1
3
0
Spear rf
0
1
0
Shrlber rf
1 0 0
Kinney ph
0
1
0
Hogan If
3
0
0
Tittle p
0
3
0
Clauter c
1
0
0
Birkos c
3
0
0
Thumblad ss
(Law. Pitch. IP HER H BB so
Townsend
4 8 5 4 4 1
2
Tittle
4 3 2 1 5

Childs Cited As
Rebound leader
Final official basketball sta
tistics released by the National
Collegiate Sports Service show
that Brad Childs was the single
game rebound leader among the
nation’s schools in tne College
Division.
Childs hauled down 36 re
bounds in Lawrence’s 82-64 vic
tory over Mount St. Paul College
of Waukesha, top mark recorded
nationally during the 1968-69 sea
son.
Childs, a 6-9 senior, also finish
ed 12th in the nation in total re
bounding. He hauled in a total
of 366 in 20 games for an aver
age of 18.3. Childs’ rebound total
also was an all-time high for Law
rence.
In the state of Wisconsin, Childs
ranked second only to Waymond
Stewart of Lakeland College in re
bounding. Stewart had a 18.5 av
erage. compared to Childs’ 18.3.
Among college teams in the
state, Lawrence had the thirdbest defensive average, allowing
70.7 points per game. Forward
Bob Townsend ranked ninth in the
state in scoring with his aver
age df 21 markers a game and
Childs was 37th with a 14.4 mark.

Jerry’s Pipe Shop
Magazines and
Tobaccos

Varsity, Frosh
Receive Letters
Varsity and freshman letter
award winners for the 1968-69 win
ter sports season have been an
nounced by Athletic Director Bernie HeseJtnn.
Varsity basketball lettermen,
coach John Poulson: Mike An
drews, Brad Childs, Dave Rootzen
and Bob Townsend, seniors; Karl
Hickerson, junior; and Jim Dyer,
Richard Farmer, Mark Frodesen
and Bob Haeger, manager, soph
omores.
Freshman basketball lettermen,
coach Bob Mueller. Tom Buesing,
Bruce Colwell, Charles Dawes,
Jeff Engel, Bill Johnston, Dick
McLaughlin, Terry Murlowski,
Lawrence Nowlin, Charles Seraphin and Charles Warden
Varsity swimming lettermen,
coach Gene Davis: Steve Gra
ham, Cart Leibich, Tocher Mit
chell and Vern Wilmot, sendons;
Rick Cogswell, John Fease and
Steve Steenrod, juniors; Scott
Alexander, Pete Gillian, Bob Stastny and Mike Moodie, manager,
sophomores.
Freshman swimming, lettermen,
coach Gene Davis: Chris Bauer,
Craig Branigan, Roy Rnayton,
Doug Bnengel, Joe Chauncey,
Steven Gtoe, Cratig Kurtz, John
Olander, Richard SaKzstein, Steve
Spaeth, John Stroemer and Jim
Taffeft
Varsity wrestling lettermen,
coach Ron Roberts: Bill Baird,
Mike Barrash and Dave Toycen,
seniors; Tony Berman, Lincoln
Saito and John Mojonnier, juniors;
and Lance Alwin, Dick Haight,
Jen Hwa, Willie Jammer, Doug
Kohrt and Tom Schoenfiedd, soph
omores.
Freshman wrestling lettermen,
coach Ron Roberts: William Baer,
Thomas Dick, Scott Ferguson, J.
Douglas Gilbert, Alan McNeil,
Larry Maple, Ron Richardson,
Edward Rust, Jr., Ned Sahar,
Dick Seeboth. Steve Sheppard,
Keith Steffen and John Yunker.

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Irc.
Appleton, Wisconsin

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805

231 E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

LADIES’ and MEN’S
Men’s TE N N IS and BASK ETBALL SHOES

SHOE REPAIRING
WESTERN BOOTS
Ruffouts - Brushed Pigskin - Water Repellent

Jerry Lyman Shoe Service
309 W. College Ave.

Across from Penney’s & Sears

STUDENTS
Use Our COMPLETE Facilities
W A L K -U P TELLER SERVICE
9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
3 p.m. - 5 pm.

Member F.D.I.C
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Nominated for

7AcademyAwards
Including:

H EA R . . .

BEST PICTURE
JOS€PH € 1€V1N€ presents ANAVCOEMBASSYFILM

hwn

PROGRAM
X

P6T6R

WHBY
1230 on Every Dial

KATHARINC

OTOOL6 H6PBURN
as Henry II King of England

as Elctnor O) Aquitaine His Wife

»MARTINP»#ëüCtior
POLL

SPLIONIN
WINT6R

SCOTT HOWARD
Monday thru Friday
8 - 10:30 on

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SU PPL IE S, ART
and DR AFTING M ATERIALS
213 E. College Ave.

TH E LAW RENCE tennis team has been taking full advantage of Appleton’s recent
stretch of spring- weather in preparation for their first meet against Grinnell and Cornell
this weekend.
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Reserve seat engagement - all
srats reserved. Tickets available
at box office for each performance
EVE. 8 p.m.. Fri.. Sat.. Sun $2.50
A
P F IIT O N S N
AMiiroN-s
n «IW
w
______
_
e v e . 8 p m.. Mon., thru Thurs.. $ 2
M IS T IC I T H U T M ^
MAT. 2 p.m.. Wed. Sat., Sun $1.75 *
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